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Abstract We study an extreme ultraviolet (EUV) confined ejection observed on 9 May 2012
in Active Region (AR) NOAA 11476. For the analysis we use observations in multiple wave-
lengths (EUV, X-rays, Hα, and magnetograms) from a variety of ground- and space-based
instruments. The magnetic configuration showed two rotating bipoles within the following
polarity of the AR. This evolution was present some tens of hours before the studied event
and continued thereafter. During this period, the magnetic flux of both bipoles continuously
decreased. A mini-filament with a length of ≈30′′ lay along the photospheric inversion line
of the largest bipole. The mini-filament was observed to erupt, accompanied by an M4.7
flare (SOL20120509T12:23:00). This injected dense material as well as twist along closed
loops in the form of a very broad ejection whose morphology resembled that of typical Hα
surges. We conclude that the flare and eruption can be explained as due to two reconnec-
tion processes, one occurring below the erupting mini-filament, and another above it. This
second process injects the mini-filament plasma within the reconnected closed loops linking
the main AR polarities. By analyzing the magnetic topology using a force-free model of the
coronal field, we identify the location of quasi-separatix layers, where reconnection is prone
to occur, and present a detailed interpretation of the chromospheric and coronal eruption ob-
servations. In particular, this event, in contrast to what has been proposed in several models
explaining surges and/or jets, is not produced by magnetic flux emergence, but by magnetic
flux cancellation accompanied by the rotation of the bipoles. In fact, the conjunction of these
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two processes, flux cancellation and bipole rotations, is at the origin of a series of events,
homologous to the event we analyze in this article, which occurred in AR 11476 from 8 to
10 May 2012.

Keywords Active Regions, Models · Flares, Relation to Magnetic Field · Magnetic
Reconnection, Observational Signatures · Surges · Jets

1. Introduction

Solar activity produces a variety of ejecta such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs), jets,
surges, and sprays. They are usually classified according to their evolution, observed size,
geometry, associated energies, and masses involved, but also according to the instruments,
and hence wavelengths, with which they have been observed (e.g. Rust et al., 1980).

Surges and sprays, in particular, have originally been identified in Hα images as the
eruption of cold chromospheric material into the corona. While the material ejected in sprays
apparently does not return to the coronal base, the material in surges decelerates and then
falls down along the same magnetic structure through which it was originally ascending
(Roy, 1973) and/or reaches the opposite end of the closed structure. Surges have typical
velocities in the range of 50 to 200 km s−1, they reach heights of up to 2 × 105 km, and have
durations of a few tens of minutes (Foukal, 2004). They are often but not always observed
in coincidence with the occurrence of flares (Schmieder et al., 1988).

With the advent of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) instruments, it became clear that these
ejections were also observable in this range (Schmahl, 1981). Multiwavelength analyses
also demonstrated their connection with X-ray brightenings and jets (Harrison, Sime, and
Pearce, 1990; Schmieder et al., 1995; Canfield et al., 1996). The main difference between
surges and jets is their magnetic configuration, which is closed or open, respectively. Jet-
like ejections observed in the EUV have been called EUV jets by some authors (Moore
et al., 2010; Liu and Kurokawa, 2004). Observed in this band, the typical temperature of the
ejected material is of a few 105 K, while densities have been found to be in the range from
108 to 109 cm−3 (Raouafi et al., 2016).

Concerning the photospheric magnetic field configuration where surges and jets occur,
observations in the 1990s suggested that they could be indirectly caused by the emergence
of parasitic polarities, accompanied sometimes by flux cancellation (see, e.g. Schmieder
et al., 1995; Canfield et al., 1996; Chae et al., 1999). High-resolution observations (Jibben
and Canfield, 2004; Brooks, Kurokawa, and Berger, 2007; Guglielmino et al., 2010; Uddin
et al., 2012; Vargas Domínguez, Kosovichev, and Yurchyshyn, 2014) also provide additional
evidence for the close and repeated relation between flux emergence, chromospheric cold
plasma ejections, and hot jets. Other investigations have shown that a combination of flux
emergence and cancellation can play a role in the triggering of different types of jets (Liu
et al., 2011; Panesar, Sterling, and Moore, 2016), while in others, no flux emergence is
observed (Young and Muglach, 2014a,b; Chandra et al., 2017).

Based on several of the observations discussed in the previous paragraph and the pio-
neering flux-emergence model by Heyvaerts, Priest, and Rust (1977), Shibata et al. (1992)
and Yokoyama and Shibata (1995, 1996) proposed a 2.5D numerical model in which the
emergence of magnetic flux in an initial uniform coronal field could lead, via reconnection,
to the ejection of cold plasma close to a hot jet. These authors described surges as resulting
from a “sling-shot effect due to reconnection, which produces a whip-like [plasma] mo-
tion”. Canfield et al. (1996), following the analysis of a series of Hα surges and related
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X-ray jets, proposed a phenomenological 2D model based on reconnection to explain the
observed evolution.

More recently, Moreno-Insertis and Galsgaard (2013) found a domain of dense cool
plasma in their 3D magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulation of an emerging region. Mac-
Taggart et al. (2015) performed 3D MHD simulations of the emergence of small-scale ARs
in the presence of different ambient field configurations to determine where reconnection oc-
curred and the characteristics of the flow of the dense plasma in different observed events. To
understand the physical processes occurring in the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona
during surges, Nóbrega-Siverio, Moreno-Insertis, and Martínez-Sykora (2016) performed a
2.5D radiative-MHD numerical simulation of the emergence of a twisted magnetic tube in a
statistically stationary magnetoconvection configuration formed by the uppermost layers of
the convective zone up to the corona. During the evolution of the system, part of the emerged
cold and dense material is ejected as in a surge.

In the previously discussed models and simulations, magnetic reconnection is driven by
flux emergence; however, in other simulations applied to jets, reconnection is forced by
imposing horizontal photospheric twisting motions to a magnetic field configuration that
includes a coronal magnetic null-point (Pariat, Antiochos, and DeVore, 2009, 2010; Pariat
et al., 2015, 2016).

Recent observations of coronal jets, either in coronal holes or in ARs, have identified the
presence and eruption of small-scale filaments, called mini-filaments, which are part of the
ejected material (Shen et al., 2012; Adams et al., 2014; Sterling et al., 2015, 2016; Panesar
et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2018; Yang and Zhang, 2018; Moore, Sterling, and Panesar, 2018).
In another example, where lower resolution observations were analyzed, the presence of a
constantly reformed mini-filament and its eruption was postulated as the origin of a series of
blow-out jets and the chain of consequent events (flares and narrow CMEs, Chandra et al.,
2017). In the observed examples, the mechanism associated with the destabilization of the
mini-filament was the cancellation of magnetic flux along the polarity inversion line where
it lay. Magnetic reconnection below the mini-filament was responsible for an observed flare,
while the same mechanism above the mini-filament favored the injection of its material into
open field lines to form the jet.

The identification of mini-filament eruptions as the main origin of the plasma ejected in
jets led Wyper, Antiochos, and DeVore (2017) and Wyper, DeVore, and Antiochos (2018)
to propose that these mass ejections are produced by a break-out mechanism similar to what
has been proposed to explain larger events like CMEs (see, e.g. Karpen, Antiochos, and
DeVore, 2012). In these simulations, an emerged bipole is embedded in a unipolar uniform
ambient field where a 3D coronal null-point is present. A small flux rope or mini-filament
is formed by shearing motions that also provide energy to the system. This strongly sheared
field expands toward the null-point and a reconnection process occurs that, like in the stan-
dard breakout CME model, removes the field that restrains the small flux rope. Simulta-
neously, reconnection occurs below the small twisted flux rope as proposed in the articles
mentioned in the previous paragraph, further building up the flux rope. Finally, reconnection
between the twisted flux rope and the background open field launches a jet.

In several magnetic configurations associated with jets and surges, Hα brightenings at
the event sites have a circular shape that can be closed (or almost closed, see, e.g. Joshi
et al., 2015; Sterling et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018). In magnetic field models where a null-
point is found, the intersection of the separatrix (fan of the null) with the photospheric or
chromospheric plane has a typical circle-like shape that agrees with observed chromospheric
brightenings (see, e.g. Mandrini et al., 2015; Masson et al., 2012, 2017, for several exam-
ples). Null-point topology is also supported by a large number of jet observations (see the
review by Raouafi et al., 2016, and references therein).
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Other magnetic topologies calculated from coronal extrapolation models have been found
to be associated with jet and surge observations. Quasi-separatix layers (QSLs, see, e.g. Dé-
moulin et al., 1996, for the original definition) were identified by Mandrini et al. (1996)
and Guo et al. (2013), without a magnetic null-point, in the case of jets. Hα surges were
observed in magnetic configurations with QSLs by Cristiani et al. (2007) and in other con-
figurations with bald patches by Mandrini et al. (2002). The latter topological structures
were also observed during a series of blow-out jets and associated narrow CMEs by Chandra
et al. (2017). Finally, the examples with and without a magnetic null-point are not concep-
tually different when considered from the QSL point of view, because a separatrix is only
the extreme case when the field line mapping becomes discontinuous in the QSL core.

The event studied in this article is much less collimated than typical blow-out and EUV
jets. Furthermore, like in surges, the material is ejected upward, stays enclosed in the mag-
netic structures of the active region, and falls back along these structures. We refer to this as
an EUV “surge” event throughout because it is most prominent in this wavelength range. We
use quotation marks to indicate that it is also different to the classical surges that have been
analyzed elsewhere (see the references at the beginning of this section). This EUV event
occurred in Active Region (AR) NOAA 11576 on 9 May 2012 and is associated with an
M4.7 flare with a peak in GOES soft X-ray light curve at ≈ 12:32 UT. Preliminary results
of our analysis were discussed elsewhere (López Fuentes et al., 2015).

In Sections 2.2 – 2.8 we study the evolution of the event in several wavelengths using data
from the instruments described in Section 2.1. After modeling the AR magnetic field and
computing its coronal topology, in Section 3 we interpret the role of QSLs in the magnetic
configuration, and we propose a phenomenological explanation of the event in terms of the
eruption of the observed mini-filament and its interaction with the surrounding magnetic
structure. In Section 4 we discuss our results and present concluding remarks.

2. Flare and EUV “Surge” Observations

2.1. Data Description

To analyze the events on 9 May 2012, we used EUV data from the Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly (AIA: Lemen et al., 2012) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), and
from the Sun-Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI: Howard
et al., 2008) on board the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) spacecraft B,
Hα data from the H-alpha Solar Telescope for Argentina (HASTA: Bagalá et al., 1999; Fer-
nandez Borda et al., 2002), soft X-ray data from the X-ray Telescope (XRT: Golub et al.,
2007) on board Hinode, hard X-ray data from the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spec-
troscopic Imager (RHESSI: Lin et al., 2002), and magnetograms from the Helioseismic and
Magnetic Imager (HMI: Scherrer et al., 2012) on board SDO.

EUV data from SDO/AIA correspond to the 304 Å and 171 Å channels (henceforth, AIA
304 and 171). We selected from full-disk images subimages containing AR 11576 for the
temporal range corresponding to the analyzed event. By coaligning these images to com-
pensate for solar rotation, we constructed the EUV movies that accompany this article (Sec-
tion 2.4). The images used for the movies are represented in logarithmic intensity scale for
better contrast. We complement the SDO/AIA data with observations from the 195 Å chan-
nel of the SECCHI instrument on board STEREO-B. We used the 195 Å band because it
has the highest temporal resolution (5 minutes) of the SECCHI channels. On 9 May 2012,
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Figure 1 SDO/HMI LOS magnetogram of AR 11476, located at N12 E26, on 9 May 2012 at 12:08 UT.
The arrows indicate the locations of the two rotating bipoles (B1 and B2) described in Section 2.2. The flare
and related “surge” originated in their vicinity. The polarities involved in the studied event are numbered:
1 and 2 for the AR polarities, and 3 and 4 for those of bipole B1. Black corresponds to negative magnetic field
(pointing away from the observer), and white corresponds to positive field (toward the observer). The values of
the field have been saturated above (below) 500 G (−500 G). The horizontal and vertical sizes of this image
are 350′′ and 250′′ , respectively. At the top left, a black segment has been added to the panel to indicate
the approximate scale size. A movie showing the magnetic field evolution during three days (HMI.mp4) is
attached as electronic supplementary material.

the STEREO-B spacecraft was located at an Earth ecliptic (HEE) longitude of −118◦ away
from Earth. From this location, AR 11576 is seen at the solar limb.

The analyzed SDO/HMI data consist of line-of-sight (LOS) magnetograms of AR 11576,
selected from full-disk data. These magnetograms were used to study the evolution of the
AR magnetic field, as described in Section 2.2, and as boundary condition for the model
described in Section 3.1.

The Hα data from HASTA have a resolution of approximately 2′′ and are automatically
taken in two different modes: normal (or patrol), and flare. In normal mode, during rou-
tine observations, the telescope takes full images once every 1 to 5 minutes. When a flare
begins, the instrument changes to flare mode and images are taken up to a rate of 2 per
s. The dataset used here consists of images taken in both modes depending on the time of
observation: normal for before and after the analyzed flare, and flare mode during the event
(see the description of the timing in Section 2.3). Similarly, Hinode/XRT images taken dur-
ing the flare alternate between different filters (Ti-poly, Al-mesh, and Al-thick) and short or
long exposure times. We combined these data in composite images in which the saturated
pixels in the long-exposure images are replaced by the same corresponding pixels from the
non-saturated short-exposure images. The XRT movie that accompanies this article has been
made using these composite images (see Section 2.8). Finally, RHESSI-processed data cor-
respond to hard X-ray counts in the channels of 10 – 30 keV and above 40 keV, integrated
during periods of 20 s at the time of the soft X-ray GOES flare emission peak (at ≈ 12:32 UT,
see Section 2.3).

2.2. Photospheric Magnetic Field Evolution

AR 11476 appeared on the eastern solar limb on 04 May 2012. By 06 May, it is clearly seen
as having a global bipolar structure with a compact preceding negative polarity (numbered 1)

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM1_ESM..mp4
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Figure 2 Four snapshots of the rotation of the bipoles B1 and B2. The dates and times are indicated at the top
of each panel. The short black segments joining the asterisks (the positive and negative polarity barycenters)
indicate the tilt angle. The long black straight line corresponds to the estimated mean polarity inversion line
(PIL) of the largest bipole (B1). This bipole is enclosed by a green contour that surrounds the magnetic flux
we used to compute its polarity centers and rotation, as also done for B2. In these magnetograms the red
(blue) areas correspond to positive (negative) magnetic field. Magnetic field contours of ± 1000, 1500, and
2000 G are also included as reference. A movie included as electronic supplementary material shows the
evolution of B1 (B1.mp4).

and a disperse following positive polarity (numbered 2) that presents substantial magnetic
flux fragmentation. A small bipole was located at the center of the positive polarity, well
visible on 07 May. However, as the AR evolved, what appeared to be a single bipole was
identified to be, in fact, two independent bipoles (see the area within the black box in movie
HMI.mp4 that is included as supplementary material). The two bipoles are identified as B1
and B2 (Figure 1). The negative and positive polarities of B1 are identified as 3 and 4,
respectively. The flare and mass ejection occurred in their vicinity.

An analysis of the evolution of B1 and B2 starting 36 h before the studied events indi-
cates a rapid clockwise rotation of both bipoles, which implies a fast injection of magnetic
helicity whose characteristics depend on the magnetic connectivities. This helicity injection
is associated with free magnetic energy accumulation and might also contribute to the mini-
filament destabilization, as proposed by Wyper, Antiochos, and DeVore (2017) and Wyper,
DeVore, and Antiochos (2018). The panels of Figure 2 show four different stages of the
rotation of the bipoles. The full evolution can be seen in the movie that accompanies this
article (B1.mp4).

The rotation of each bipole also implies the rotation of their polarity inversion lines
(PILs). The long black straight line in Figure 2 and in the corresponding movie is the PIL
of B1, which we computed following the procedure developed by Poisson et al. (2015). The

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM2_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM1_ESM..mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM2_ESM.mp4
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position of this straight line is defined to best separate the negative and positive polarities of
bipole B1. Following Poisson et al. (2015, 2016), the shape of the polarities at both sides of
the PIL is an indication that the bipole was formed by a negative twisted flux rope.

To characterize the rotation quantitatively, we followed the evolution of the tilt angle of
the two bipoles. We first computed the barycenter positions of their positive and negative
polarities (indicated by asterisks in Figure 2) while limiting the computation to the bipoles
themselves, i.e. to the flux encircled by the green curve for B1 and B2, as shown in Figure 2.
Then, we defined the tilt angle as the angle that the segment that joins the two barycenters
forms with the solar equator direction. The evolution of the segment indicates that B1 rotated
by approximately 140◦ clockwise for 36 h before the flare and continued to rotate ≈ 40◦
more until 10 May around 22:00 UT. In the case of B2, the rotation before the ejection and
flare on 9 May was ≈ 50◦ clockwise and continued for another 50◦ in the same sense, until
it disappeared entirely by ≈ 10:00 UT on 10 May.

In the time period that we measured the rotation of the two bipoles, their magnetic flux
decreased steeply as it cancelled with the surrounding magnetic field and probably also dis-
persed in the case of B2. The negative flux of B2 clearly decreases against the positive flux
concentration to the west (see HMI.mp4). As discussed in Section 3.4, this flux cancella-
tion together with the rotation of B1 might play a key role in triggering the mini-filament
eruption. The magnetic flux of B1 decreased by about 90% from 8 May until 10 May at
≈ 22:00 UT.

2.3. Chromospheric Evolution

An M4.7 flare was observed to start at 12:23 UT in GOES soft X-ray light curve
(SOL20120509T12:23:0) with a maximum at ≈ 12:32 UT. Figure 3 shows Hα images from
HASTA at six different times during the flare evolution. A movie starting at 11:55 UT and
ending at 13:15 UT is included as electronic supplementary material (HASTA.mp4). The ca-
dence in the data changes in the movie as the telescope changes to flare mode at about the
start time of the flare (≈ 12:23 UT). The data acquisition returns to the normal cadence (an
image every 2 to 4 minutes) at about 12:37 UT.

Figure 3a shows the AR at approximately the time at which the flare started. Magnetic
field contours are overlaid as a guide to the photospheric counterpart of the observed Hα
brightenings. To improve the visibility of the surge in the HASTA data, we applied a cross-
correlation technique to minimize the atmospheric jitter of the images. In order to increase
the contrast of the moving material and any brightness variation in the data, we constructed
a base difference image sequence by subtracting from each image of the set the pre-event
image obtained at 12:23:51 UT. We refer to the images processed in this way as base dif-
ference images throughout. Panels b, e, and f of Figure 3 are base difference images. We
also include as supplementary material a movie containing the obtained sequence of base
difference images (HASTA-diff.mp4).

In Figure 3b we show a base difference image at ≈ 12:27 UT. In this panel, we identify
an elongated brightening to the west that coincides in location with part of the negative
B1 polarity and corresponds to flare kernels. A weaker brightening is seen to the northeast
(see the thick white arrow). This brightening elongates to the north, and when we compare
this image and its corresponding movie with the AIA 304 observations of Figure 5b and its
corresponding movie, we conclude that it corresponds to heated surge material seen as it
starts moving upward. As the flare developed (Figure 3c), another elongated kernel became
visible to the east of the first, labeled k2, and a distant and extended kernel became prominent
on the opposite side of the AR, labeled k1. These kernels are also present in AIA 304 images

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM1_ESM..mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM3_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM4_ESM.mp4
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Figure 3 HASTA images showing the flare evolution. The times are indicated in the bottom left corners
of each panel. In panel a, ± 300 G HMI contours are included as reference. As in Figure 2, red (blue)
corresponds to positive (negative) magnetic field. A black box is added to indicate the location of bipoles B1
and B2. It approximately covers the FOV of the panels in Figure 2. The larger gray box indicates the FOV
of Figure 4. A black segment has been added in the top right corner to indicate the scale size. Panels b, e,
and f correspond to base difference images (see Section 2.3). The white arrow on the left in panel b points
to a northeastern brightening that probably corresponds to heated surge plasma as it starts to flow upward
(see also the movie surge-closeup.mp4 that accompanies this article). In panel c, the flare kernels are labeled
k1 – k4 following the numbering used to label the magnetic polarities in Figure 1. k3′ and k4′ indicate the
kernels associated with the footpoints of loops that result from the internal reconnection process described
in Section 3.4. The brightening indicated with a black arrow and identified with the label k3′ + k4′ + k3 is
composed of these three kernels (see also Figure 4d). The upper white arrows in panels e and f shows the
location of the surge. The lower white arrow in panel f points to a second flare that is unrelated to the event
studied in this article (see text in Section 2.3). A movie showing the Hα evolution (HASTA.mp4) is attached
as electronic supplementary material. The square panels have a side length of approximately 380′′ .

taken at the same times (Figure 5). From comparing Figures 3 and 5 and according to the
analysis of Section 3.4, we conclude that the brightening labeled “Flare kernels” in Figure 3b
corresponds to the overlapped emission of kernels k3′, k4′, and k3, while k4 is the smaller
kernel at the southeast (see labels in Figure 3c). A second series of brightenings (indicated

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM5_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM3_ESM.mp4
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with a white arrow in panel f) are observed in the southwest portion of the AR at later times
(Figure 3e – f), which are apparently not related to the flare we studied.

Although barely discernible, we identify in Figure 3e – f the surge (indicated with white
arrows) as a dark feature in absorption northeast of the AR. The surge can also be ap-
preciated in absorption in the Hα movies that accompany this article (HASTA.mp4 and
HASTA-diff.mp4), where it is seen in motion.

For a better identification of the Hα features and their comparison with AIA observations,
we show in Figure 4a a zoomed-in image of the area indicated with a gray box in Figure 3a at
a time just before the event (12:20 UT). Note the circle-shape brightening, indicated with a
white arrow to the left, that surrounds the negative polarity of B1, part of its positive polarity,
and all of B2, as described in Section 2.2. This circular brightening is also observable in AIA
304 (also indicated with a white arrow in Figure 4c) since around 08 May. The presence
of this circular brightening strongly suggests that energy release at a very low rate was
occurring, accompanying the rotation of the bipoles probably because of their interaction
with the overlying magnetic field. The identification of these kernels is confirmed by a close
inspection of the AIA 304 image shown in Figure 4d, where they are labeled individually.
The kernels k3′ and k4′ are associated with the footpoints of loops that result from the
internal reconnection process that we thoroughly described in Section 3.3. Later on, the
kernels extend, and after the flare peak (12:32 UT), their intensity decreases.

2.4. EUV Evolution from the Earth Point of View

In AIA 304 images we also observe bright areas at the location of the Hα plage regions, as
expected. For a better comparison, in Figure 4c we show the same area (indicated with a
gray box in Figure 3a) for AIA 304 before the event (12:20 UT). The white arrows indicate
the circle-shaped brightening that surrounds the negative and part of the positive polarities
of B1 and all of B2 (on the left) and the elongated distant kernel k1 (on the right).

As described in Section 1, recent observations relate jets to the eruption of mini-
filaments, which, as the word indicates, are smaller versions of normal large-scale filaments.
High-resolution observations such as those currently obtained with imagers like SDO/AIA
allow us to identify structures that were unobservable with the previous generation of solar
instruments. Figure 4c shows an elongated dark structure along B1 PIL compatible with the
presence of a mini-filament (see the black arrow in this panel). We also include a movie
of this region as supplementary material (surge-closeup.mp4) with a high temporal resolu-
tion (5 images per minute) showing the destabilization and eruption of the mini-filament. In
Section 3.4 we analyze and discuss the role of this structure in the events we studied.

Figures 5 and 6 show AIA 304 and 171 images at approximately the same times as those
of HASTA in Figure 3. An HMI magnetogram contour is overlaid on the image in Figure 5a
as a reference. In panels b – e of Figure 5, as for the Hα images, the main flare kernels are
seen at the site of the main rotating bipole. The most striking feature in Figures 5 and 6 is
the dense EUV surge that moves toward the northwest part of the main negative AR polarity
(numbered 1). This evolution starts right after the first appearance of the flare kernels. This
is better seen in the corresponding movies that accompany the article as supplementary
material (AIA171.mp4, AIA304.mp4, and surge-closeup.mp4). The ejected material is seen
to ascend fast along the magnetic structure overlying the main bipole. This is clearer in the
AIA 171 images in Figure 6, where the AR loop structure before and during the event is
well observed.

We can roughly estimate the mean velocity of the EUV surge front in the plane of the sky.
Since the surge motion is dominantly northward, we chose to follow the northward motion

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM3_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM4_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM5_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM7_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM6_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM5_ESM.mp4
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Figure 5 SDO/AIA 304 images
for the same times as those in
Figure 3. Times are indicated in
the bottom left of the panels.
Panel a includes ± 300 G HMI
contours as reference. Red (blue)
corresponds to positive (negative)
magnetic field. A white segment
has been added on the top right
of the panel a to indicate the
approximate scale size. Panel c
shows the location of RHESSI
40 – 80 keV contours (in red) at
40, 60, and 80% of the
maximum, integrated between
12:31:56 and 12:32:16 UT
(around the time of the peak
emission of the flare in soft
X-rays). A small black arrow is
added to facilitate viewing the
location of the RHESSI contours.
The inset in the lower right
corner of this panel is a zoom of
the rectangle that surrounds the
brightest region in this AIA
image. RHESSI contours in the
inset are overlaid on the
corresponding HMI
magnetogram. A movie showing
the AIA 304 evolution
(AIA304.mp4) is attached as
electronic supplementary
material. The square panels have
a side length of approximately
380′′ . The inset in panel c covers
approximately 50′′ × 50′′ .

of the leading point of the front as a proxy for the surge velocity projected onto the plane of
the sky. We obtain a value of ≈ 90 km s−1, which agrees with the typical values measured
in other surge events (see references in Section 1).

As observed in the AIA 304 and 171 movies, as soon as the EUV surge reaches its
maximum height, part of the material drains toward the western footpoints of the loops
along which it moves, and part drains back to their eastern footpoints. The western loop
footpoints, containing the draining plasma, end at the flare kernel k1, as observed both in
Hα and AIA 304 images (Figure 3c and Figure 5b). The intensity of this region increases
simultaneously with the flare.

As previously reported (e.g. Canfield et al., 1996; Chae et al., 1999) and also observed in
the EUV movies that accompany this article (AIA171.mp4, AIA304.mp4), the upward motion
of the surge material has a torsional component. We associate the helicity accumulation with
the precursory rotation of the bipolar structures described in Section 2.2 and its release in
large-scale AR loops as due to the magnetic reconnection process associated with the flare.
Although a rotational component is evident in the evolution of the surge observed in AIA
171 and 304 data, the complex structure of the ejected material as projected onto the plane
of the sky makes it very difficult to obtain a definite answer regarding a sense of rotation,
and a quantitative estimation of this rotation is even more difficult.

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM6_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM7_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM6_ESM.mp4
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Figure 6 SDO/AIA 171 images
for the same times and FOVs as
in Figures 3 and 5. The
corresponding times are indicated
in the bottom left of the panels.
A white segment has been added
on the top right of the panel a to
indicate the approximate scale
size. These images show the
evolution of the EUV “surge” and
also part of the global structure of
the AR as revealed by long EUV
loops. A movie showing the AIA
171 evolution (AIA171.mp4) is
attached as electronic
supplementary material.

When we compare the evolution of the surge in Hα and AIA 304 (Figures 3 and 5),
the surge seems to start with the ascent of material at the 304 Å temperature range. We
first see a bright elongation in HASTA images toward the north at ≈ 12:27 UT; the surge
is more prominent in AIA 304 at the same time, while it is only later that the material is
observed to barely expand in absorption in Hα when we compared the images in AIA 304
at the same times (Figure 3e – f to Figure 5e – f). Assuming that reconnection between the
erupting mini-filament and the overlying field starts at low coronal heights, we expect to see
the evolution we just described. First, the plasma is heated up, rises, and is seen bright in
Hα and dominantly in 304 Å. Then, part of the ejected material cools down and becomes
visible in absorption in Hα.

The circle-shaped brightening around the bipoles and their sustained rotation, from be-
fore the event analyzed in this article and until more than a day after (10 May at around
22:00 UT for B1), motivated us to search for similar patterns of activity in this range of
time. Using Helioviewer (https://helioviewer.org/), we are able to identify four additional
EUV surges in AIA 304, associated with M-class flares, one on 8 May at ≈ 13:05 UT (flare
M1.4), another on 9 May at ≈ 21:05 UT (flare M4.1), and two on 10 May at ≈ 04:15 UT
(flare M5.7, see, e.g. Yang and Zhang, 2018) and at ≈ 20:25 UT (flare M1.7). All these
flares and surges started where the two rotating bipoles were located and the plasma evolved

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM7_ESM.mp4
https://helioviewer.org/
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along large-scale loops with footpoints on the negative main AR polarity (numbered 1) to
the west, as is the case of the event studied in this article. This implies a recurrence of energy
storage, probably mini-filament rebuilding, as proposed by Chandra et al. (2017) (see also
the simulations of Wyper, Antiochos, and DeVore, 2017; Wyper, DeVore, and Antiochos,
2018), and energy release processes with a timescale of between 7 and 23 hours and a mean
of about 14 hours.

2.5. EUV Evolution from the STEREO-B Point of View

Complementing AIA data, we used SECCHI observations from STEREO-B, which at the
time of the event was located toward the east solar limb as observed from Earth. From the
STEREO-B point of view, AR 11476 appeared on its northern right solar limb, as shown
in Figure 7. The panels of this figure correspond to different times in the SECCHI 195
Å channel closest to the times of Figures 5 and 6. We used this wavelength because it
has the highest available temporal resolution (5 minutes). We also produced a SECCHI
195 Å movie that covers the evolution from 12:00 UT to 14:55 UT (see STEREOB-195.mp4
included as supplementary material). This movie and Figure 7 illustrate the evolution of the
flare and EUV surge as observed at the limb by STEREO-B, above a series of pixels that are
saturated because of the flare.

The vantage point of view of STEREO-B provides information on the EUV surge struc-
ture that is inaccessible from Earth’s line of sight. For instance, an estimation of the surge
velocity using STEREO-B data gives ≈ 120 km s−1 in the plane of sky, which is consistent
with typical velocity values cited in Section 1. For this computation, we followed the cen-
tral point of the leading edge of the surge seen against the dark and less dense background.
The northward component of this motion is ≈ 98 km s−1. Considering that both spacecraft
are located at Earth’s ecliptic plane, this value is consistent with the 90 km s−1 computed
for the northward motion of the surge as observed in the plane of the sky by the SDO.
The small difference is likely due to the geometrical (different plasma depth columns) and
temporal (different instrumental cadences) differences, the errors involved, and the fact that
observations correspond to different wavelength bands (304 Å and 195 Å) with different
temperature responses.

2.6. Estimation of Temperature and Density

The observed width of the EUV surge from a direction that is almost perpendicular (≈ 118◦)
to the SDO line of sight lets us also estimate the depth of the emitting material observed by
AIA. We can use this information to roughly calculate the temperature and density of the
surge plasma by applying the so-called filter ratio technique to the AIA 171 and 304 ob-
served intensities. The procedure consists of assuming a quasi-uniform temperature for the
surge plasma. In this case, the intensity observed in a given AIA channel can be considered
to be the emission measure [EM] of the plasma multiplied by the instrument response func-
tion in that channel, Ich1 = EM Sch1(T ) (see, e.g. López Fuentes, Klimchuk, and Mandrini,
2007). In this way, the ratio of the intensities in two different channels is a function only of
the temperature, R(T ) = Ich1/Ich2. By inverting this function, we obtain T . When the tem-
perature is known, the density is computed from ne = [EM/(f d)]1/2, where f is the filling
factor and d is the depth of the observed plasma column.

We applied this procedure to the intensities averaged on the same corresponding surge
areas observed in AIA 171 and 304. We computed this at the time when the EUV surge had
its maximum apparent volume (at ≈ 12:39 UT). We determined a temperature of 2 × 105 K.

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM8_ESM.mp4
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Figure 7 STEREO-B/SECCHI
images of AR 11476 in the
195 Å channel. At the date of
observation, the spacecraft was
approximately located on the
ecliptic at 118◦ east of Earth.
From this position, the AR is
observed on the solar limb. The
saturated pixels correspond to the
flare. The EUV surge evolution is
clearly identifiable in the images.
The observation times are
provided in the bottom left corner
of the panels and are as close as
possible to those of Figures 3 – 6.
A white segment has been added
in the top right corner of panel a
to indicate the figure scale–size.
A movie (STEREOB-195.mp4)
showing the evolution of the
EUV surge in SECCHI images is
attached as electronic
supplementary material.

Using the width of the EUV surge observed by SECCHI, which is estimated to be approxi-
mately 50 Mm (indicated with white arrows in Figure 7e), as the depth of the plasma column
[d] observed by AIA and setting f = 1, we obtain ne = 1.8 × 109 cm−3.

We repeated the computation by subtracting a mean of the background on both sides
of the surge for both AIA bands. For AIA 304, the background is very small compared
with the surge intensity, but for AIA 171, the background can be as high as 80% of the surge
intensity. Moreover, due to the presence of AR coronal loops, the AIA 171 background tends
to be particularly noisy in the vicinity of the surge. Therefore, different background choices
provide a variety of temperature results. By trying different background combinations, we
obtain temperature values between 1.4 and 1.8 × 105 K and corresponding densities from
1 to 1.5 × 109 cm−3. These values continue to be within the ranges measured in previously
studied surge events (see references in Section 1). A larger effect on the derived density
comes from the assumed filling factor, since if f ≈ 0.1, it implies a factor of ≈3 on the
computed density. Then, the obtained densities are lower limits if f < 1.

Interestingly, although it is progressively less visible for hotter AIA bands, the surge is
still observable in AIA 193 and 211. Applying the filter ratio technique, using the same surge
and background selection as above, we obtain for the 193/171 combination T = 1.5×106 K
and for the 193/211 combination T = 1.8 × 106. In both cases, ne ≈ 1 × 108 cm−3, more

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM8_ESM.mp4
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than one order of magnitude smaller than for the 304/171 combination. This confirms that
the bulk of the mass of the surge emits at a temperature around the maximum AIA 304
response, while surprisingly, the plasma pressure is comparable when using all ratio pairs.

2.7. Hard X-Ray Evolution

RHESSI data in the 10 – 30 keV and 40 – 80 keV bands integrated during 20 s at the time of
the flare peak (≈ 12:32 UT) indicate hard X-ray emission in a very concentrated area close
to the first Hα elongated kernel (see Figure 5c). A small black arrow is added to indicate
the location of RHESSI contours in the AIA 304 image. The observed RHESSI emission
is also close to the location of the mini-filament (see Section 2.4) whose eruption was at
the origin of the events described in this article. The inset in Figure 5c shows (in red) an
overlay of the RHESSI 40 – 80 keV contours at 40, 60, and 80% of the maximum on a si-
multaneous HMI magnetogram. Note that the estimated error in the location of the RHESSI
high-energy source, coming from the processing procedure and coalignment between dif-
ferent instruments, is around 5′′ (Lin et al., 2002).

The magnetogram in the inset shows a region of pixels displaying a magnetic field sign
reversal with apparent positive (in white) polarity within the negative polarity of the main
rotating bipole (compare with the magnetogram of Figure 1, taken at 12:08 UT). This type
of anomaly has been observed in Michelson Doppler Imager magnetograms at locations
where beams of high-energy particles precipitated at the maximum of some flares; see an
explanation and the example shown by Qiu and Gary (2003) and another example in Man-
drini et al. (2006). Taking into account the uncertainty in the location of RHESSI sources,
the field sign reversal region would agree with the highest intensity RHESSI contour.

2.8. Soft X-Ray Evolution

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the flare observed with Hinode/XRT. Panels a – d of Fig-
ure 8 are for the same times as the corresponding ones in Figures 3 – 6. Figure 8e and f show
images at slightly later times (4 and 12 minutes later than the corresponding panels of Fig-
ures 3 – 6). An XRT movie showing the evolution from 12:17 UT to 13:52 UT is available
as electronic supplementary material (XRT.mp4). The flare onset appears in the XRT images
as an intensity increase in small elongated loop-like features at the location of the bipoles.
Note in Figure 8c – d the vertical set of dark pixels that corresponds to the saturated area of
the images, which has been replaced with the corresponding pixels from images with shorter
exposure times. Some of the pixels in these areas look black because the composite routine
sets a value 0 to the pixels from the short exposure images that have intensities below the
minimum of the long-exposure images. Despite this, the bright loop-like features associated
with the flare are clearly discernible in these images.

A set of longer loops connects the AR zone around the small bipoles to the western
portion of the AR. These loops increase both in intensity and projected height as the exten-
sion and brightness of the flaring area increases (Figure 8c – d). The time at which this set
of long loops reaches its maximum projected height coincides with the time at which the
surge observed in the EUV bands reaches its maximum height and apparent volume (around
12:39 UT).

A few minutes after the soft X-ray intensity peak, during the gradual phase of the flare
(Figure 8e – f), two clear sets of loops are identifiable: short (low-lying) very bright loops
at the location of the rotating bipoles, and long loops that connect to the western part of the
AR. The footpoints of these two sets of loops agree with the flare kernel locations in the Hα

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM9_ESM.mp4
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Figure 8 Hinode/XRT images
of AR 11476 for different times
along the analyzed event
evolution, but as close as possible
to those of Figures 3 – 6 and with
the same FOV. The times are
shown in the bottom left corners
of the panels. A white segment
has been added in the top right
corner of panel a to indicate the
figure scale–size. Images in
panels b, c, and d are composites
of images with short and long
exposure times. The series of
black pixels seen in these images
are due to the effect of the
composition. The bright
structures associated with the
flare are clearly seen in panels a
to d. Their locations agree with
those of the magnetic bipoles
described in Section 2 and shown
in Figure 2. A movie (XRT.mp4)
showing the evolution of the
large-scale loops in XRT images
is attached as electronic
supplementary material.

images (Figure 3) and in AIA 304 images (Figure 5). The topological analysis of the AR
structure (Section 3) will help us understand the role of these observed structures.

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that when we compare the timing of the AIA 304 and
XRT movies (AIA304.mp4, XRT.mp4), the XRT set of large-scale loops has a much longer
duration than the surge. The loops remain bright well after the surge material has fallen back
to the chromosphere.

3. Magnetic Field Topology of the Flare and EUV Surge Region

3.1. The Coronal Field Model

To understand the role of the magnetic structures in AR 11476 during the flare and EUV
surge, we first modeled its coronal field and later computed its magnetic topology. We ex-
trapolated the HMI LOS magnetic field to the corona using the discrete fast Fourier trans-
form method described by Alissandrakis (1981) under the linear force-free field (LFFF)
approach (∇ × B = αB , with α constant).

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM9_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM6_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM9_ESM.mp4
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Figure 9 (a) SDO/AIA 171
image at 12:07 UT overlaid with
HMI isocontours with the same
values as those in panel b,
magenta (blue) for positive
(negative) values of the field.
(b) Coronal magnetic field model
of AR 11476 overlaid on the
171 Å image in panel a.
Magnetic field lines (thick
continuous orange lines) have
been superimposed to be
compared to the AR loops (see
Section 3.1 for the details on the
model and α values). Isocontours
of the field of ± 100 and 500 G
for positive (negative) values are
shown in magenta (blue). The
axis coordinates are in Mm in
panel b; these are the units we
used to compute the model. The
inclination of these axes indicates
that the AR is slightly away from
the disk center as seen from the
perspective point of view of an
observer at Earth.

Figure 9a shows an AIA 171 image before the flare (12:07 UT) in which large-scale
magnetic loops are visible. Figure 9b displays the coronal model overlaid on the same AIA
image. We used the HMI magnetogram that was closest in time as the boundary condition for
the model. We also applied a transformation of coordinates from the local frame (in which
the computations are made) to the observed one so that our model can be compared to the
flare brightenings and the EUV surge loops. Although this model cannot take into account
the distribution of currents at the photospheric level and the strong shear that the rotation
of the bipoles could have created but only the shear in the global magnetic configuration,
it is fast and has proven to be efficient in computing the magnetic field topology that is
to be compared with observed active events (see references in Section 3.2). Therefore, our
magnetic field model and the following topology computation represents the global AR
magnetic structure (see Section 3.2).

The value of α, the free parameter of the model, was set to best match the observed
loops (as discussed by Green et al., 2002). The best-matching value for the larger scale
loops is α = −6.2 × 10−4 Mm−1, while for the shorter loops in the same image, it is
−3.1 × 10−3 Mm−1. This large-scale non-potentiality is related to the main AR polarities
and not to the small rotating bipoles. The AR appears on the eastern solar limb already
emerged, therefore we cannot determine its age. However, its photospheric magnetic field,
with strong sunspots that still have a distribution showing magnetic tongues (Figure 1), in-
dicates that it is a young AR close to its maximum flux stage. The tongue-like pattern (see
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Poisson et al., 2015) present for the main polarities of the AR is compatible with the sign
of α.

3.2. Quasi-Separatrix Layers

Démoulin et al. (1996) introduced the concept of quasi-separatrix layers (QSLs). They are
3D thin volumes where the coronal field-line connectivity experiences a drastic change.
QSLs are preferred sites for the formation of current layers and are therefore locations where
magnetic reconnection is expected to occur. Several numerical experiments support this idea
(see, e.g. Milano et al., 1999; Aulanier, Pariat, and Démoulin, 2005; Büchner, 2006; Pariat,
Aulanier, and Démoulin, 2006; Wilmot-Smith, Hornig, and Pontin, 2009; Effenberger et al.,
2011; Savcheva, van Ballegooijen, and DeLuca, 2012; Janvier et al., 2013).

As concerns solar active phenomena, the computation of QSLs helps to interpret where
flare kernels or other energy release manifestations should be observed (e.g. Démoulin et al.,
1997; Bagalá et al., 2000; Mandrini et al., 2006, 2014, 2015; Cristiani et al., 2007; Zhao
et al., 2014; Savcheva et al., 2015; Janvier et al., 2016; Polito et al., 2017; Joshi et al., 2017).
Furthermore, for moderately sheared or twisted magnetic structuring, the properties of QSLs
in complex (multi-polar) configurations depend strongly on the photospheric distribution of
the vertical field component and weakly on the details of the magnetic field model (i.e. the
spatial distribution of α). In this sense, QSLs are a strong tool for understanding where
energy release proceeds during active phenomena and for learning about the properties of
energy release sites (see the reviews by Longcope, 2005; Démoulin, 2006; Mandrini, 2010).

The original method for determining the location of QSLs was described by Démoulin
et al. (1996). QSLs were defined using the norm of the Jacobian matrix of the field-line map-
ping. In this method the value of the norm depends on the direction chosen to compute the
mapping (from positive to negative photospheric polarities or the reverse). Then, the norm
has different values at the two footpoints of a field line in the photosphere. This ambiguity
was solved by Titov, Hornig, and Démoulin (2002), who defined the squashing degree [Q],
which is independent of the mapping direction. Q is the norm squared divided by the ratio
of the vertical component of the photospheric field at both ends of a field line. In this way,
Q could be assigned to have a constant value along each field line. QSLs are computed
by integrating extremely high numbers of field lines in a very precise way. To decrease the
computation time, we used an adaptive mesh to progressively refine the computation of field
lines where Q has the highest values. We followed this iterative method until the QSL was
locally well resolved or when the limit of the integration precision was reached (see more
details in Mandrini et al., 2015).

As in other previous examples, we selected high values of Q to show the extension of
the QSL traces at the photospheric level. Figure 10 displays the location of the intersection
of QSLs with the photospheric plane. These photospheric traces were computed using the
same HMI magnetogram as shown in Figure 9, when the magnetic data do not show unre-
alistic values because of the injection of high-energy particles in the photosphere (see the
inset of Figure 5c). The results shown were computed with the highest |α| value, but similar
results were obtained with the lowest |α| value (Section 3.1). QSL traces, shown as black
continuous thick lines for simplicity and clarity, are overlaid on the photospheric magne-
togram indicated as isocontours of the vertical component of the magnetic field. The value
of Q for all QSL traces stays above 108, implying that these QSLs are very thin.

Panel a of Figure 10 depicts an image of AIA 304 where the circular brightening at the
location of the bipoles, the surge at an early stage, and the far AIA 304 kernel, k1, on the
main AR negative polarity, are observed. By comparing this with panel b, which is at the
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Figure 10 (a) AIA 304 image at 12:27 UT overlaid by HMI isocontours. The flare kernels at the bipole
locations and the elongated far kernel on the western negative AR polarity (numbered 1) are clearly visible.
The EUV surge is observed to rise from eastern side of the bipoles. (b) Intersection of QSL traces (black thick
continuous lines) with the photospheric plane for the same FOV as that shown in panel a. Two sets of field
lines, representing the pre-reconnected (in blue) and reconnected field lines (in red) as inferred from the flare
and surge evolution have been added (see also Figure 11). QSL traces match those of flare brightenings, and
the shape of the red field lines approximately follows the trajectory of the EUV surge. (c) A zoom of the QSL
traces in the neighborhood of the bipoles whose rotation and cancellation forced the mini-filament eruption
and the initiation of the flare and EUV surge. An arrow points to the location of the mini-filament along the
PIL of bipole B1. Panels b and c are shown from the observer’s point of view. (d) A different point of view
selected to better display the 3D structure of the field lines. The axes in panels b, c, and d are in Mm and the
isocontours of the field in all panels correspond to ± 100 and 500 G in continuous magenta (blue) style for
the positive (negative) values. The numbers 1 – 4 label the polarities that are mainly involved in the event and
correspond to those in Figures 1 and 11 (see Section 3.4). The FOV of panel c does not include polarity 1,
which is far to the west, as indicated with the arrow.

same scale, we see that the QSL photospheric traces agree well with the flare brightenings,
while the EUV surge is cospatial with the set of large-scale red field lines (see also the surge
evolution in the movie surge-closeup.mp4). Figure 10c shows a closer view of the shape
of the QSLs around the rotating bipoles, as well as the QSL trace on the negative polarity
of bipole B1 (numbered 3). Moreover, when we compare panels a and b of Figure 10, the
shape of the QSL trace far to the west matches the curved shape of the distant flare kernel, k1.
Consequently, as in other analyzed examples, QSLs lie where flare kernels or other energy
release manifestations are observed (see references at the beginning of this sub-section).

The distribution of the positive magnetic field around the negative polarity of B1 suggests
the possibility that an associated coronal magnetic null-point might exist in the global AR
magnetic field configuration (see, e.g.the topology computations in Mandrini et al., 2014).

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM5_ESM.mp4
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Furthermore, this is also the case for the almost circular shape of the QSLs and the observed
brightening at the location of the rotating bipoles (see references in Section 1). We searched
for a magnetic null-point in the model shown in Figure 9 and did not find one that could
be linked to the flare and surge. The reason for the absence of a null-point might be that
the negative B1 polarity is not completely surrounded by positive magnetic field (a negative
extension is seen to the north of B1). However, no magnetic null-point and associated sep-
aratrices are needed in an observed configuration for energy release during an active event,
as has been shown in many other examples (see references at the beginning of this section)
or proposed in jet and/or surge models and simulations (see references in Section 1). QSLs
with a finite thickness are a generalization of the infinitely thin separatrices. If a null-point
is present, its separatices surfaces will be found where QSLs are the thinnest and embedded
within them (see Masson et al., 2009, 2017; Mandrini et al., 2014).

Finally, we note that the much smaller circular shape of the central QSL on the negative
polarity of B1 (Figure 10c) appears because of a parasitic positive polarity that is present
for a few hours at that location (this is a real parasitic polarity and not the artifact created by
energetic particles, as shown in Figure 5c). There is no flare brightening or activity related
to this small polarity. We claim that this parasitic polarity is not related to the flare and surge
studied in this article, and we do not show the field line connectivity associated with it.

3.3. Comparison of the Computed Topology to Observations

Panels b and d of Figure 10 show a set of field lines computed from both sides of the circular
QSL. Considering the observed evolution (Figures 3 – 6), we have drawn in blue field lines
that represent loops before reconnection, while field lines in red correspond to loops after
reconnection. From the observation and model results, we conclude that the short blue field
lines anchored at polarities labeled 3 and 4 above the PIL of B1 reconnect with the long blue
field lines anchored at 1 and 2. A local zoom of the connectivities is shown in Figure 10c.
The two sets of red field lines are the result of this interaction. The shorter set is anchored at
2 and 3, where we observe flare kernels k2 and k3 in Figures 3 – 6 at around 12:31 UT. The
longer set follows the shape of the EUV surge material moving to the west. This set of field
lines starts at polarity 4, where kernel k4 is located, and ends at polarity 1, where the distant
flare kernel k1 lies (compare panels a and b; see also panel d, which shows a more favorable
view point, where we have not included the QSLs for clarity).

Finally, the movie with a close-up view of the mini-filament eruption and surge
(surge-closeup.mp4) shows that the plasma first moves up along the longer set of red field
lines anchored at 1 and 4, and at the end of the movie, it flows back toward the footpoints
of the same field lines. Although it is more difficult to see because the set of red field lines
anchored at 2 and 3 is much shorter, a similar motion of the plasma along them is present.
Finally, the field of view (FOV) of the movie does not include the far kernel on the main
AR polarity labeled 1, but it is clearly observed in Figures 3 – 5 and in the respective movies
HASTA.mp4 and AIA304.mp4.

3.4. Physical Processes Involved

We now discuss a possible scenario to explain the observed events by analyzing in detail the
connectivity of field lines traced, starting integration at both sides of the QSLs. Since our
connectivity analysis provides only a static view, to facilitate our discussion of the progres-
sion of the processes that occur from the beginning of the events analyzed in this article,

http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM5_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM3_ESM.mp4
http://link.springer.com/content/esm/art:10.1007/s11207-018-1384-4/file/MediaObjects/11207_2018_1384_MOESM6_ESM.mp4
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Figure 11 2D sketch illustrating the evolution of the flare and EUV surge. (a) Sets of blue magnetic field
lines connecting polarities labeled 1 – 4. The small black circle surrounded by a black field line represents
the location of the mini-filament. This panel corresponds to the magnetic configuration before the eruption.
(b) As the mini-filament erupts, two reconnection processes take place. Internal reconnection below the mini–
filament, indicated with a green short segment, and external reconnection, also indicated with a green segment
above the mini-filament. (c) The two reconnection processes at work. Internal reconnection transforms the
black field lines, located around the mini-filament, in panel b into the pink field lines in this panel. The result
of this internal reconnection process is the appearance of flare kernels k3′ and k4′ . Simultaneously, external
reconnection, between the blue lines connecting 3 and 4 and the longer blue lines connecting 1 and 2 in
panel b, results in the red field lines connecting 2 with 3 and 1 with 4 indicated in this panel. The outcome of
this second reconnection process is the injection of plasma forming the surge in the reconnected field lines.
For a complete description of the two reconnection processes, see Section 3.4. (d) The downward flows are
shown with dark green arrows. They occur later on in the previously reconnected field lines.

we include the schematic drawing shown in Figure 11. This sketch is similar to others pro-
posed to explain jets (see, e.g. Sterling et al., 2015, 2016; Joshi et al., 2018; Moore, Sterling,
and Panesar, 2018) in open field configurations; however, in our example, the background
magnetic field is not open and unipolar, but closed and bipolar.

Panel a in Figure 11 corresponds to the situation before the flare and surge. The numbers
at the base of the field lines label the magnetic polarities that are mainly involved in the
events, as in Figure 1. The set of short blue field lines (anchored at 3 – 4) in Figure 11a
overlies the mini-filament that is located along the PIL of B1, while the set of long blue field
lines (anchored at 1 – 2) constitutes the background field, which is closed.

Due to a combination of flux cancellation along the B1 PIL and the bipole rotations, the
mini-filament destabilizes and starts to rise (see Figure 11b). Magnetic reconnection sets
in below the mini-filament (indicated with a short thick green segment) as in a classical
prominence eruption (see e.g. Aulanier et al., 2010; Webb and Howard, 2012). The pink
lines in Figure 11c correspond to the reconnected field lines that result from this process,
which has been called internal in several articles (see e.g. Sterling et al., 2015; Moore,
Sterling, and Panesar, 2018).
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The short blue field lines that still restrain the mini-filament start to reconnect with the
large-scale blue lines (see Figure 11b and c). This second reconnection process, indicated
with a short thick green segment above the mini-filament, has been called external in the
references listed before. The main difference with our particular case is that the configuration
is closed.

In the case analyzed here, even if the magnetic tension above the mini-filament could
decrease as some of the overlying field lines are transformed by reconnection in the red field
lines at both sides, anchored at 2 – 3 and 1 – 4 in Figure 11c (see, e.g. Antiochos, DeVore,
and Klimchuk, 1999), the plasma fails to reach farther out. As a result, it is injected into
these red reconnected field lines. The material is seen to flow along them producing the
surge (see Figure 11c). Finally, in Figure 11d we only indicate the direction of downflows
along already reconnected lines as it occurs later on. To avoid an overly busy panel, we omit
any reconnection process in this panel.

To summarize, the first internal reconnection process would yield the observed intense
kernels at both sides of the PIL of B1, labeled k3′ and k4′ in Figure 4d and Figure 11c, and
very short loops joining them. This location roughly corresponds to the place of the RHESSI
contours that indicate the deposition of accelerated particles (Figure 5c). The second external
reconnection process associated with kernels k1, k2, k3, and k4, observed in Hα and EUV
(Figures 3 – 5) is captured by our global AR model and topology computation (Figure 10).

3.5. Comparison with Numerical Simulations

This observed case is similar to the results of the simulations of Wyper, Antiochos, and
DeVore (2017) and Wyper, DeVore, and Antiochos (2018) (see also Pariat et al., 2016,
and references therein, although in these simulations no mini-filament is formed by the
imposed twisting motions). In fact, both global magnetic configurations (ours and that in
the simulations) are comparable with an embedded polarity within the dominant polarity
of opposite sign. The driver in both cases is the shearing of the arcade below the magnetic
dome, in contrast with other cases, where emergence is the dominant driver. Furthermore,
in our observed case, magnetic flux cancellation also plays a role.

There are still several differences between our observations and the simulations. The
main difference is that the observed central polarity is not fully surrounded by the opposite-
sign polarity, which is possibly why no magnetic null is present in our extrapolation. From
the QSL point of view, this does not imply a great difference since QSLs stay in place with
a thickness that is very thin in comparison with MHD scales.

A second difference is the fully closed field configuration of our observations compared
to the open field present in the simulations. Finally, the EUV surge is much less collimated
than the jet found in the simulations. Except for these differences, the underlying physical
mechanism is the same: magnetic reconnection of a sheared arcade where the mini-filament
is embedded in a large-scale field.

3.6. Repetitive Events

All these processes started well before our analyzed example, as indicated by the fact that a
surge and flare with similar characteristics occurred on 8 May (Section 2.4). The process of
storage and release of magnetic energy is expected to continue for as long as the magnetic
bipoles rotation and field cancellation persist. This evolution induces the reformation of a
similar magnetic configuration, including the mini-filament.
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Three surges and flares with similar characteristics occurred on 9 and 10 May after the
surge we studied here. Of course, the location of QSLs in the region of the rotating bipoles
would slightly change following their evolution, but the main characteristics are expected to
be kept with a circular QSL and a distant one, since this topology is robust for as long as the
negative polarity exists within the positive surrounding. The same repeating series of events
was also found in some of the numerical simulations cited above (Pariat et al., 2016, and
references therein).

4. Conclusions

We analyzed the solar flare and confined ejection that occurred in NOAA AR 11476 on 9
May 2012. For the analysis we used magnetic, Hα, EUV, and soft and hard X-ray data from
multiple space- and ground-based instruments (see Section 2). The way in which the plasma
ejection developed is similar to the so-called blowout jets (see references in Section 1).
The main difference is that in the event studied here, the material was ejected into closed
magnetic field lines, while blowout jets usually occur (as regular jets do) along open mag-
netic structures. The velocity, angular span, and the fact that the ejection occurs in a closed
magnetic structure recalls classical surges that are typically observed in Hα. However, it is
also different from classical surges because a mini-filament, whose plasma forms part of
the ejection, is present in the configuration. Furthermore, as we showed in Section 2, the Hα
counterpart of the clearly observed ejection in AIA 304 and 171 is barely identifiable: There-
fore we call this confined ejection an EUV surge. This is further confirmed by the thermal
diagnostic analysis of Section 2.6, where we find that the surge material has its maximum
emission at an approximate temperature of between 1.4 and 1.8 × 105 K, corresponding to
the peak response of the AIA 304 channel.

By studying the evolution of the AR photospheric magnetic field during three days
around the event, we identified two rotating bipoles in the central part of the main posi-
tive (following) polarity of the AR that coincide in location with the flare and surge ejection.
The magnetic flux of these bipoles decreased steeply during the period when the rotation is
observed. A mini-filament was seen lying along the PIL of the largest rotating bipole. We
conclude that the sustained rotation of the bipoles is the main source of helicity and free
magnetic energy accumulation that is later released during the events.

We estimate a northward surge velocity of 90 km s−1 in the plane of the sky as seen
from Earth, which is consistent with the velocity estimate of 120 km s−1 as observed from
the STEREO-B point of view (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5). These are typical velocity values
observed in previously studied jets and surges (see Section 1). We also identify a torsional
component in the development of the ejection, which is very likely associated with the mag-
netic helicity injected during the rotation of the bipoles.

As in several recent observations of coronal jets, a mini-filament is present along the PIL
of the main rotating bipole. We propose that its rotation, combined with flux cancellation,
destabilizes the mini-filament and brings it to eruption. Magnetic reconnection below the
mini-filament, called internal reconnection, is mainly responsible for the brightest flare ker-
nels and particle acceleration whose deposition sites are seen as elongated RHESSI contours.
Simultaneously, external magnetic reconnection occurs between the loops within which the
erupting mini-filament is embedded and the closed AR loops forming the background field.
This reconnection is at the origin of four flare kernels. Two are located on the main rotating
bipole, while the other two are located on the AR polarities.
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Next, we combined the observations with coronal magnetic field extrapolations using
HMI magnetograms as boundary condition (Section 3.1). Our global magnetic field model
lets us explain the external reconnection process that occur as the mini-filament and its field
configuration are destabilized and erupt. We determined the location of the QSL traces at the
photospheric level and related them to the observed location of flare kernels (Section 3.4).
In particular, the shapes and locations of QSL traces consist of an almost circular QSL
surrounding most of the two rotating bipoles plus an elongated QSL on the main AR negative
polarity to the west (see Figure 10). The circular QSL trace coincides with the flare kernels
observed both in Hα and EUV, while the elongated trace corresponds to a far flare kernel
(Section 3.4).

Furthermore, a continuous faint brightening at the location of the circular QSL is observ-
able about a day before our analyzed event, showing that the above topology was present
long before. We argue that the sustained bipole rotations (≈ 72 hr) allows for magnetic he-
licity and energy storage among at least five flare and surge events (one on 8 May and two
on both 9 and 10 May) and also, most probably, contributes to the reformation of the mini-
filament. We find that the timescale of energy storage (with slow reconnection involved) is
between 7 and 23 hours, with a mean of about 14 hours.

Going deeper in the analysis, we selected as a starting integration points both sides of
the computed QSLs to compute sets of magnetic field lines with different connectivities and
reconstructed the spatial evolution of the event, which allowed us to determine the role of
the different loop structures. The computed connectivities confirm the above interpretation,
as summarized in Figure 10. This allowed us to derive a detailed scenario of the physics
involved (Figure 11).

It is remarkable in the events analyzed here that contrary to what has been proposed in
numerical jet and surge simulations (see references in the Section 1), the surge and flare do
not seem to have been driven by magnetic flux emergence. This has also been shown to be
the case in other jet observations (see e.g. Adams et al., 2014; Panesar, Sterling, and Moore,
2016; Joshi et al., 2018). The magnetic flux measurements indicate that the bipoles (mainly
B1) are in decay, strongly suggesting that the main driver is the shearing of the arcade and
flux cancellation within bipole B1.

This observed example is similar to the results of the simulations by Wyper, Antiochos,
and DeVore (2017) and Wyper, DeVore, and Antiochos (2018) (see also, Pariat et al., 2016,
and references therein). The magnetic configurations, observed in our case and simulated
in the previous articles, are comparable, since both have an embedded polarity within a
dominant polarity of opposite sign. The driver in both cases is due to the shearing of an
arcade, with flux cancellation also playing a role in the filament destabilization. A difference
is that our configuration is formed by closed field lines compared to the open field in the
simulations, and furthermore, the EUV surge is less collimated than the jet found in the
numerical model.

Finally, the global AR magnetic field structure analyzed here lets us conclude that no
magnetic null-point and associated separatrices are needed in an observed configuration for
energy release, as has been shown in many other examples (see references in Section 3.2).
QSLs with a finite thickness are a generalization of the infinitely thin separatrices. If a null-
point is present, its separatices are located where QSLs are the thinnest and embedded within
them (see Masson et al., 2009, 2017; Mandrini et al., 2014).
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